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Context and purpose 

• In the present global state of the world, it should appear as an evidence that the survival of 
humankind urgently requires intensifying  research into the sustainability of natural, 
potentially renewable,  resources

• The production and uses of natural colorants are a part – admittedly not the most vital one –
of this major issue of our time

• We believe that historical documents on the production of dye plants and on dyeing offer a 
relevant basis from which to start reconsidering the potential of natural colorants today.

• However, they usually do not give all the necessary information ; moreover, quantitative data 
need to be converted into metric units to become meaningful and allow us to fully grasp the 
scale of the historical technical processes described.

• Experimental archaeology is the obvious approach to assess the accuracy and usefulness of 
historical written sources, reveal gaps in technical descriptions, inspire contemporary 
programs to revive the production of natural dyes

• Our poster proposes two examples of complementarity approaches that allow to examine

two different technical branches of natural dyeing:

- about the production of blue dyes, we present a step by step re-assessment of the production

of couched woad and of its contribution to indigo vats for wool in Europe for centuries;

- about the production of yellow dyes, we planned to address the selection of mordants and of

yellow dye plants and the results obtained but had to limit this part of our research for now, as

will be explained.



Blue: woad production revisited 

Etienne Ferrières’s Register, 1559-1561 AD 
Archives municipales de Toulouse, HH 61
Folio 25 verso:

• 1,200,000 to 1,300,000 dry woad balls = 2,000 charges (of 157 kg) couched woad = 314,000 kg

• 2,400,000 woad balls bought in 1559 = 580 to 628 metric tons couched woad

Contribution of experimental archaeology : 31 experiments and measurements by D. Cardon, in 

2021 and 2022

- weight of dry woad balls = 19% of the initial fresh leaves weight in average

- weight of couched woad = 76.5% of weight of dry woad balls

- yield of fresh leaves = 1.56 kg/2.5 m row of woad = 15,600 kg/ha/harvest 

X 4 harvests = 62,400 kg/ha/year

 1 ha of woad can allow to obtain 11,856 kg dry woad balls =  9,069 kg couched woad per 
year

Results in relation to Etienne Ferrières’s Register

- 580 to 628 metric tons couched woad (in 1559) required 758 to 821 metric tons dry woad balls

- to obtain 758 to 821 tons of dry woad balls, 3,989 to 4,321 tons of fresh leaves had to be

crushed into woad balls

- 3,989,000 to 4,321,000 kg fresh leaves could be obtained from 63.926 ha to 69.246 ha cultivated

in woad, in 4 harvests.
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- 8 recipes mention pre-mordanting with « alum from Sweden »: 

- King’s
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golden 
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Woad in the woad and indigo vat 
Paul Gout’s Memoirs on dyeing, 1763 

setting of the vat 

3 bales = c. 224 kg 

couched woad (5% of vat 

volume) 

= product of 

247 m2 sown to woad

Zvi Koren’s HPLC 

analyses on the formation 

of indigoid colorants from 

the fresh leaves to the 

commercial products

couching very efficient 

to concentrate indigotin

couched woad a less 

concentrated source of indigo 

than sukumo

Hisako Sumi’s woad and 

indigo vat



- 8 recipes mention pre-mordanting with « alum from Sweden » as an 

alternative to recipes with a higher proportion of alum from the Levant for 

the same colour names

Yellow in Paul Gout’s Memoirs on dyeing

Alums and yellows

lemon golden 

yellow

golden wax
festiqui

King’s

colour

dark grass

green

dark greenyellow

However, mordanting and dyeing experiments could not be performed as 

initially planned because securely identified natural or manufactured

alums, from Sweden or of any other provenance (Rome, Spain, « the 

Levant ») could not been obtained yet !

- chromaticity specifications of samples mordanted with both alums were

obtained in the CIE L*a*b* system and compared for each colour

The 8 samples of Londrin Second broadcloth mordanted with alum from Sweden

in Paul Gout’s Memoirs on dyeing



Current revival of 18th century dyers’ colours and of Londrin 

Second wool broadcloth in Languedoc 

Weaving workshop 

https://tissagesdautan.com/

Julia Gazères, designer of the 

new Londrin Second

Instagram: @grivolas_studio

www.green-ingredients.com

industrial dyeing and finishing
of Londrin Second

www.plo-ennoblisseur.fr

natural dyes extracts 
medium-scale dyeing tests

CAS (cropsharing) Coop 

dye plants of Languedoc

woad balls producers

https://amaptinctorialesdescevennes.fr/

http://www.green-ingredients.com/
http://www.plo-ennoblisseur.fr/


Thank you, please come and look at our 

exhibition !


